
Science Court
Back to middle school, thankfully.  Not many would actually
say middle school is an improvement over younger grades, but
it is over yesterday’s special needs preschool classroom.  In
any event, I mostly enjoy middle school though there are those
days of course.  Science was the subject, and will be tomorrow
as well since this is a two-day assignment.  Today’s repeated
middle school lesson, only four times at least instead of six,
was a video (surprise, surprise).  This video was one of
several Squigglevision/Science Court episodes.  This series
uses the really bad (in my opinion) Squigglevision method of
animation and is about two lawyers who battle against each
other over some science fact, one science-challenged and one
who basically does the teaching and (you guessed it) always
wins the case.  There were some funny moments, and it was
entertaining.  However for education it seems like they could
have  put  more  content  in  there.   For  a  half-hour  show
(commercials were included, yikes!) it really could have said
much more about the topic at hand, which by the way was work. 
Not that one episode necessarily defines the series, mind you-
I haven’t seen any other episodes.  The students just started
a unit on simple machines and this video taught the scientific
definition of work.  In it they also talked about a few simple
machines that would make the work seem easier by increasing
the distance moved (work = force × distance, so increasing
distance will decrease force if the work the same). We wrapped
up after the video with a short discussion and a few minutes
of silent ball.

If Squigglevision sounds familiar, it may be because of one of
the  other  shows  produced  using  this  patented  method.   I
specifically remember a show called Home Movies back in 1999. 
I’ll tell you, I watched one episode of this show and that was
enough  for  me.   One  of  the  drawbacks  of  Squigglevision
animation is the lack of fluid, well, animation.  Squiggly
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outlines are in abundance but the animation of the characters
and whatnot is just lacking.  Case in point is the entrance of
a character.  Rather than appearing a little at a time to show
fluid motion, the character will just all of a sudden just be
there.  One frame not there at all, next frame, bam there he
is.  This is part of the reason I really disliked the show. 
The other was I just didn’t care for the premise.  All in all
I found the show to be quite a snooze.  So, when the show
creators switched to Flash animation for the second season I
still did not switch back.

Anyway, back to school.  You may have noticed I wrote that I
only had to do this lesson four times.  The reason for this
is: 1) this is the school that has tutorial for one of the
periods  (some  students  do  a  foreign  language  instead  of
tutorial), and 2) at this school each core teacher does one
social studies class.  Why they don’t have a dedicated social
studies teacher is a mystery, probably budgeting.  So for
social studies they just colored pictures of African masks. 
All period.  Well, you wanted to know, right? �

The Best Man For The Job
When  choosing  a  best  man  for  a  wedding,  a  future  groom
generally would believe that the person asked to stand with
him on his wedding day would actually show up.  Tuesday night,
my cousin’s fiance found out that his best man had to work
Saturday, the day of the wedding.  DUHHHHHHH!!! How long in
advance was the ceremony scheduled?  I knew last May on which
date the ceremony was going to be.  One has to wonder where
this “best man’s” priorities lied.

Never fear, there were back ups in place.  Hopefully, one who
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fit  the  tux.   One  was  the  groom’s  brother  Eric  who  was
arriving  from  Pennsylvania  with  his  boyfriend,  Jamie  on
Tuesday.  Eric was already serving as an usher.

The other was a former schoolmate and friend of the groom.  In
the end, the schoolmate was chosen.

So when choosing your best man, maid (matron) of honor, be
sure that they will actually be able to schedule your ceremony
around their busy life.


